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Work & Play--Redwork Through the Day (Leisure Arts #5274) presents 10 whimsical embroidery

designs of youngsters romping, playing games, and doing chores. These irresistibly playful designs

are from Dolores Storm of Lakadaisies.com, who has been winning the hearts of stitchers

everywhere with her folk-art portrayals of childhood. Each fun design uses only one or two easy

embroidery stitches. And did you know? Redwork doesn't have to be red! Use your favorite floss

color, and if you want, follow our instructions to use tea or coffee to dye your fabric for an antique

folk-art look. 10 designs: Jumping Rope, Driving, Gardening, Ironing, Sewing, Wash A Dish, Along

Came a Spider, Fishing, Rocking Baby, and Skating.
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If you are looking for patterns that are iron-on -- this is not the book! I did not realize that until the

book arrived. I love the patterns, but having to trace them onto cloth and then embroider would be

time-consuming and difficult do the the detail in the images. I'm sorry I had to return this item

because I really did like the patterns and would love to embroider them. Maybe the author will put

together some iron-on copies for these items.

Haven't made anything yet, but they give real good size samples to follow. I highly recommend it!!!!

Usually a lotredwork books have small illustrations, but these work out real well for a nice quilt.

There are not a lot of designs in this book. I'd consider it more of a pamphlet. BUT, the designs that



are there are superb! I already have 3 different baby quilts planned with the different sets of

designs.

I have taken up doing rework. This book is easy to trace and embrodery. The only drawback it is it

only has 6 pictures to trace.........good colorbooks are better deal for the money. But have said that I

love the picture because they are of little children and times gone by........

Such adorable designs. I have never done redwork before but have wanted to for a long time now. I

love the designs in this booklet. I didn't realize they were not iron on transfers but rather need to be

traced. Would have liked iron on transfers better but the instructions for tracing are written well.

I didn't realize that this is a booklet not a book, so I was disappointed that there wasn't more to it.

However, I gave a 4-star rating because of the patterns - they are really cute.
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